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August 22nd 2017:Leveraging Life Force Energy to Raise
Your Consciousness
Learn how life force energy raises your vibration and
consciousness. We’ll discuss how you can bring life force energy
or chi into your own home and surrounding environment to create
a high vibrational space. People travel thousands of miles to
experience sacred places or environments considered to have
high vibrations that contributes to humanities evolution. The study
of atoms and later quantum physics confirmed what ancient
spiritual teachers had been stating for centuries; ‘the law of nature
states that everything has a vibration.’ You’ll hear expressions
such as “I don’t like the
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Featured Guests
Jeff Stegman
Jeffrey Stegman’s focus has been on creating a high consciousness culture in
his businesses, which parallels his own personal spiritual path. Jeffrey is the
co-owner of two manufacturing businesses, including one that has been in
business since 1835. FLFE is a confluence of Jeffrey’s manufacturing,
engineering, business and spiritual evolution.
Read more

Clayten Stedmann
Clayten Stedmann has worked in the education, training and coaching business for over 30 years. For
the last 20 years he has focused on business as a spiritual path in his coaching practice. Since
discovering Consciousness Kinesiology (CK) in 2004 he has done over five million CK calibrations and
created over 10 consciousness assessments and several unique energetic medicine protocols. FLFE is
a continuation of his purposeful intention to create the conditions for humanity to have a higher level of
consciousness.
Read more
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